CHAPTER  XL
REFLECTIONS   ON   THE   CAMPAIGN.
From comparing the figures given in Appendix A with those
given in Appendix C, we can get a rough idea of the cost
of the campaign in manpower and resources in 1914 and 1918,
and at once the question occurs to us—was this expenditure
justified by the effect it had upon the war as a whole ?
The campaign in Mesopotamia was begun as a strictly
limited enterprise, and was designed to bring about a definite
politico-strategical result. That it expanded into an under-
taking out of all proportion to that which originally had
been foreseen is incontrovertible. That, in so doing, it made
such serious demands upon Imperial forces and resources as
seriously to hamper the conduct of a war which, in its initial
form, it was designed to assist has frequently been alleged.
To arrive at the degree of truth in this allegation let us
begin by reviewing the essential aims of policy and strategy
which dictated the course of events.
A military campaign is waged in order to enforce a policy.
In 1914, the policy of Great Britain was to support France
and to bring about the defeat of Germany and her Allies.
Further, Great Britain sought to uphold this policy by
securing the stabilisation of her position in India without
having to call upon troops from Home—that is, by preventing
Germany and Turkey from compromising her security in
India by political or military action in the Middle East.
She aimed at keeping India quiet, and Persia, Afghanistan
and Arabia neutral—or at least not actively hostile. Finally,
she desired the military defeat of her declared enemy, Turkey,
in order to remove a menace to her communications with the
Bast and leave her Ally, Eussia, a free hand to concentrate
upon the struggle with. Germany.
To give effect to this policy in the Middle East, Great
Britain initiated three campaigns :—one—an offensive—
aimed at the vital centre of Turkey, Constantinople; one—
a defensive—to protect the Suez Canal; and a third—an
offensive defensive (offensive politically, defensive strategi-
cally)—to uphold her prestige at the head of the Persian
Gulf and prevent a coalition between Turk and Arab. 01
these three, the campaign in Mesopotamia was almost purely

